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BBOOOOKK  RREEVVIIEEWW  
FINDING SANTIAGO: STORIES FROM AND ABOUT 
THE CAMINO DE SANTIAGO 
Don Thomas 
 
‘Finding Santiago’ is a collection of stories from and about 
the Camino de Santiago.   
 
The author’s name, Don Thomas, is a pseudonym and, 
interestingly, the story of how that pseudonym came 
about features in the book.  ‘Don’ is a well-known, major 
contributor to the Camino Forum, having posted well over 
5,000 comments on countless threads which have been of enormous help to both 
first-time and returning pilgrims.  He contributes under the name of t2andreo.  
 
He has volunteered at the Pilgrim Office in Santiago de Compostela each year from 
2014-2019, a role he is as passionate about as he is about being a pilgrim.   
 
There are 56 short chapters in the book – each chapter is its own complete story 
and each makes a compelling read.  There are stories which will make the reader 
laugh out loud (especially those AFotC members who are also members of the 
Camino Forum; those members are well-used to the author’s contributions!),  
stories which will touch your heart, a story or two relating to feet (which shouldn’t 
be read whilst eating!) and there is even a story to shock.  
 
The magic of the Camino is ever-present through the book.  The reader will be –  
or perhaps not! – surprised by the number of Camino coincidences in the book – 
where the Camino provides - just when needed - and Camino Angels present  

themselves - just when needed. 
 
It’s a wonderful read! 
 
‘Finding Santiago’ was published in 2020 and  is 
available from www.amazon.com, 
www.booktopia.com.au and www.goodreads.com in 
hard copy and ebook versions. 
 
Buen Camino! 
 
Jenny Heesh (NSW) 

Tom and Jenny with her trailer ‘Spot’ - taken at the 
Pilgrim Office in Santiago on 1 August 2019.  
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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 
 
We pilgrims in Australia look longingly at Europe and the Camino and are only left 
to dream: to dream and reflect on times past when we made a Camino, to dream 
of the time when we will be free to make our first Camino (or another), and to 
dream of the life we lived while on the Camino – a hard life, but a simple one.  
 
Those who have made a Camino previously look askance at the regulations now in 
place on the path - the limits on accommodation numbers in albergues,  
the health regulations implemented, and the fact that we now have to book 
ahead each night. From afar, experienced pilgrims look, and mourn, that the 
spontaneity of the journey seems to have disappeared.  
 
Unable to travel internationally, we are now resorting to our memories of  
journeys we have made. I have had cause to be searching Camino photos over the 
past months and have rejoiced in the memories that they have triggered. The 
slowness of travel means many memorises are created and, back home, a word, a 
phrase, or a glimpse of a scene in a passing photo rekindles them.   
 
I am reminded of a story about a village chief who knows that his time is near. 
Summoning the villagers, he calls for volunteers who think they might be able to 
succeed him. Three men come forward and are set a task – to go to a distant 
mountain and bring back the most beautiful thing that they could find. Eventually 
they return one by one; the first with a beautiful white flower, the second with a 
beautiful stone which is not only a thing of beauty but could also be fashioned 
into a spear head, and the third returns empty handed. The most beautiful thing 
that he could find was unattainable – a great golden ball in the sky. The Chief 
pondered these things, declaring that the flower was beautiful, but already  
withering, the stone too was beautiful, but if used as a weapon it could be lost. 
He then declared the third man should replace him because he had brought back 
the most precious thing of all – his memory of what he had seen, for it is our 
memories that make us who we are.  
 
For many, the Camino has changed their lives. We all try and retain the simplicity 
of living that exists while on the road, the joy we find in those small things, the 
joy, and challenge, of communicating with strangers we meet, the friendships we 
make. At this time, why not dig deep into those Camino memories? They are  

precious. Enjoy them. Reflect and learn 
from what the Camino has taught – whether 
you have made the journey yet or planning 
to.  
 
¡Buen Camino! 
Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 
A Camino memory: 
Evening promenade, 
Pasajes de San Juan  

Cover photo:  
Setting out to climb 

Mt William on the 
first day of  

the indigenous  
wukalina Walk in NE  

Tasmania, March2021  
(see article pp12-15. 
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This dual distinction fits very well with pilgrimage. Some people focus their pil-
grimage around a particular intention, specifically meaningful to them, whereas 
other people don’t know what intention to choose, but are open to whatever the 
pilgrimage brings them, and are willing to be changed by it. 
 
Thirdly, and finally, your daily pilgrimage is about actually walking, being ever-
present to all around you, and getting to know the land around your home in ever 
greater depth: the plants, animals, birds, landscapes, skies, paths, villages, archi-
tecture, locals, strangers, stories, sounds, smells, textures, weathers. You can light 
a candle at a special place, put your hands in wild water that you come across, 
touch trees, lie down on the ground and look up at the sky, and carry a pebble that 
you charge with your intention as you walk. 
 
If you are walking with others, perhaps ask for a few minutes silent walking dur-
ing your micro pilgrimage. 
 
The archetypes of the Fool and Pilgrim are relevant to the present-moment 
practice of walking – there are subtle differences between these two archetypes, 
but both are about venturing into the unknown with open hearts and minds. 
A Fool is largely concerned with venturing into the unknown of their inner life and 
playing with the boundaries of acceptability, whereas a Pilgrim is about venturing 
into the unknown of the outer world as well as their inner life. But even walking 
the same route every day offers a step into the unknown if you allow it. 
 
The Fool is often depicted as a happy-go-
lucky youth with a knapsack slung on a 
stick over their shoulder walking, broad-
grinned, over the edge of a cliff. The atti-
tude of ‘forever young’ people is to won-
der at everything around them, with the 
assumption of total possibility at all 
times. This will expand your perception 
of time. 
 
If you can make your daily walk like that 
then you are doing very well! 
 
The British Pilgrimage Trust. 
https://britishpilgrimage.org/
routes/  
(reprinted with permission) 
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HOW TO TURN YOUR (SNAP) LOCKDOWN WALK INTO A  
PILGRIMAGE 

 
In lockdown many of us many of us have got used to, and enjoy, our daily walk from 
our homes to get some fresh air, sunlight and perspective, and to stop staring at our 
screens. Some may be making their daily walk in urban environments, others in the 
countryside. But wherever you are there are simple, effective ways to turn your walk 
into a pilgrimage. Margery Kempe, the famous medieval female pilgrim, believed 
strongly in the power of micro-pilgrimages of a couple of miles or less – still today 
there is no minimum distance for a pilgrimage. It’s not about the how long, but 
the how. 
 
First thing to do is set a destination.  Perhaps, as an example, an historical build-
ing or a garden nearby. A hilltop, a mountain, a riverbank, or a special beach or lake.  
There are, no doubt, numerous destinations to choose, such as spiritual sites im-
portant to indigenous people, or, for those wanting a destination with a reference to 
St James there is a list on our website of churches dedicated to St James.  
 
Second, set your intention – structure your walk around a purpose unique to you, 
determined by your heart and activated by your feet. All of us usually have at least 
one question we want answering, something we want to bring into our lives, or let go 
of.  So, choose one intention from your many options, dedicate your daily walk to 
that purpose, and perhaps the world around you will start to resonate with it. The 
intention can range from the profound to the mundane – and seeing as you have a 
daily shot at it, maybe experiment with different levels of profundity and see what 
works best for you, and in what circumstances. For example, your intention could be 
simply to be in a good state of mind to start your working day, so the pilgrimage 
therefore becomes a glorified commute looping back to your home. 
 
The latest research in consciousness studies shows that our minds can shape our 
material realities. The beginning of your daily walk is full of possibility, and by the 
end it has become a material fact. One way is to think of your pilgrimage as a special 
kind of meditation, and almost all meditation practices broadly fit into two catego-
ries – focused and open monitoring. 
 
Focused meditation usually involves repeating a mantra, word or thought over and 
over, filling the mind with a specific, edifying principle. Open monitor-
ing meditation is the complete opposite, with no focus at all, instead you just active-
ly ‘monitor’ the thoughts and sensations that come into your mind with no judge-
ment – attention, in other words. The idea here is to create space for your mind to 
wander and let it solve its own problems. 
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AAFFoottCC  NNAATTIIOONNAALL  CCOONNFFEERREENNCCEE  UUPPDDAATTEE  
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AA   ‘‘MMOO VVEE AABBLLEE   FFEE AASSTT ’’   
 

The Conference Committee, based in Victoria, is busy contacting potential  
presenters to put together the next conference program and we have been  

delighted to see how pleased everyone is about having a Camino event to look 
forward to, albeit just over a year away. While real Caminos remain out of 

reach, we all really crave some of that good old pilgrim camaraderie.  
 

We are especially delighted to announce that the Patron of Australian Friends 
of the Camino, the Spanish Ambassador Her Excellency Alicia Moral Revilla 

will be opening the conference.  In May, while in Canberra visiting family, com-
mittee members Rob and Ines took the opportunity to visit the new Ambassador 

and after a very positive 45-minute meeting, she agreed to open the Confer-
ence and speak about some aspect of Spain and its history.  The Ambassador 

has also expressed a personal interest in the Camino. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conference planning these days is certainly something of a moveable feast as 
the Victorian Camino Conference Committee’s regular monthly meetings often 
involve at least two venue changes or having to resort to Zoom due to changing 
restrictions!  As a truly statewide committee, our members come from all over 
central and coastal Victoria as well as Melbourne, so we rotate with hosting the 
monthly meetings.  However, several times we have had to transfer to a local 

pub or, of course, back to the dreaded Zoom. 
 

I’m always amazed at the depth of skills and abilities that a randomly assem-
bled group like our Committee brings to the table.  Many of us had never even 
met before forming the VCCC but I suspect our shared deep love of the Camino 

is what provides such a sound foundation. We’ll keep you posted! 
 

Ines Jewell (VIC) 

We welcome your stories and photos ~ send to the editor,  
Alison Bell at editor@afotc.org 
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ON THE CHEMIN DE SAINT-JACQUES, FROM LE PUY TO NASBINALS,  
WITH MYTHICAL BEASTS AND . . . LLAMAS 

 

Le Puy en Velay is the starting point of the Via Podiensis, which joins up with the 
Camino Francés at Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port, on the French side of the Pyrenees. 
Le Puy nestles among spectacular volcanic cones in the middle of France’s Massif 
Central. A huge statue of the Madonna dominates the town from the pinnacle of 
Rocher Corneille, while the Romanesque chapel of Saint-Michel perches on the 
summit of nearby Rocher d’Aiguilhe. The medieval Cathedral of Notre-Dame-de-
France is surrounded by ancient houses, cobblestone lanes and long flights of 
stone steps. It’s here, early one May morning, I meet old friends Sue and  
Suzanne, to begin a week’s walk to the village of Nasbinals.    

We collect our Crédentials and coquilles Saint-Jacques at a little office beside 
the Cathedral. The Crédential is a kind of pilgrim’s passport, which is stamped at 
gîtes, or lodgings, along the way. The coquilles are scallop shells, which, in  
medieval times, pilgrims would use to scoop water from streams. Modern  
pilgrims tie them to their backpacks as a symbol. After the pilgrims’ Mass,  
we exit the Cathedral by the wide processional steps leading down through the 
town. We are on our way.   

The day is full of birdsong and flower-studded meadows occupied by fat cows 
and docile donkeys. We stop for a cool drink beside wayside calvaires. Just be-
fore Montbonnet, our destination for the night, we linger in a tiny chapel where 
there is a statue of Saint-Roch and his little dog bearing a piece of bread in its 
mouth. According to legend, when Saint-Roch 
was suffering from plague, a little dog 
brought him some bread every day until he 
recovered. So Saint-Roch is not only the  
patron saint of pilgrims but also dogs and 
people afflicted by plague. As I write, I’m 
surprised we haven’t heard more of him in 
these last two years.  

Leaving Montbonnet next morning, we  
traverse wind-stirred pine forests before de-
scending to the village of Saint-Privat d’Allier 
for provisions. Climbing back to the plateau, 
we find a ruined fort surrounded by scattered 
hamlets. In the afternoon we make a final 
steep descent to Monistrol l’Allier, where we 
have booked accommodation for the night.  

At Monistrol we discuss whether to book 
ahead for the rest of the week. Suzanne visu-
alises arriving each evening in a beautiful 
valley where there are sure to be beds for us 
at a charming gîte, but Sue and I can visualise 
arriving somewhere where there are fewer 

Setting out from the Cathedral  
at Le Puy 
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The base of the castell is called a pinya and it is the base over which the weight 
of the load above is spread. It is a ring of castellas, sometimes with as many as 
a hundred supporting this base. If the castell is going to be tall,  
additional rings, known as manilles, stand atop the pinya. The pinya is  
comprised of very bulky, strong people, with each floor having smaller and 
lighter castellers, until the top floor, which is crowned by a child, generally 
aged between 5 & 8. Once the pinya and any manilles are formed and secure, 
the process of assembling the castell is quite speedy in order to reduce the  
effects of having so much weight on the base. The child who has the honour of 
topping the tower stands erect for just a few seconds so the castell is crowned 
and then the same careful deconstruction takes place as with the construction. 
 
Different casteller colles (or groups) are differentiated by their different  
coloured shirts. Castellers wear a cummerbund to support their back and to 
aid those who are climbing and descending the tower. This fabric varies in 
length getting shorter as the castellers position is higher. Those in the pinya 
wind as much as 12 metres of fabric around their waist. For safety these days,  
children participating in castells wear a special helmet. 
 
It is worth checking out these extraordinary performances, in person when we 
can travel, but for now check out the internet. The speed with which these 
barefoot, strong, confident and agile Catalans climb and descend the backs of 
their fellow performers is amazing. The tradition and art of performing a  
castell is passed from one generation to another. 
 
You can take your pick here of some castells being performed. Enjoy. 
https://castells.tv/ 
 

Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 
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  Did You Know?  

CASTELLING 

In 2016, on the way to connect to the Camino Invierno after completing the 
Camino Ignaciano. a friend and I happened to be walking back to our hotel in 
Barcelona. A crowd was congregating on the footpath outside a school, and on 
investigation we found it was the practice night for one of the castellar colles. 
Practice, practice, practice is the key word for these extraordinary formations, 
and castellers take this very seriously. 
 
The tradition of building a human tower, or castell, is a Catalan tradition dating 
back to the 18th century, beginning in the small town of Valls just 40 kms west 
of Barcelona. It is a tradition now listed on the Representative List of the  
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. It began as the conclusion of a  
traditional dance, with music being provided by the traditional oboe like double 
reed instrument, gralla, with the dancers forming a small tower at the end of 
the dance. Over time the dance and the building of the castell were separated, 
and by the end of the 19th century they were quite independent. There are now 
two aspects to castelling – one being performance and the other, competition.  
As part of the performance traditional melodies are played before, during  
and after the towers are built. 
 
The building of castells began as a rural tradition, spreading to the city as  
villagers moved there, but it was not until 1969 that the Castellers de Barcelona 

were formed. The 
castells are per-
formed during the 
main parts of larg-
er festivals though 
there is also sea-
son for the build-
ing of them – 
June to Novem-
ber. 
 
In the ‘70’s  
castells were 
about 7 floors 
high but these 
days they go up to 
8, 9, and, very 
occasionally, 10. 

© Lyn Whitney (SA) 
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beds than pilgrims so that we 
have to sleep under a tree in the 
rain. While Suzanne dreams on, 
Sue gets out the guide book and 
her mobile phone. There are 
some concessions we modern 
pilgrims feel we can make.  

In the morning we climb again 
to the densely forested  
Margeride, where the Résistance 
grouped during the Second 
World War to combat the  
German occupation. The main 
village, Saugues, used to  
manufacture wooden clogs, but 
is now a town of dismal apart-
ment buildings for workers  

making pinewood pallets. There is a tremendous sense of isolation on this  
plateau, once terrorised by a wolf-like creature called the Beast of Gévaudan. 
Here, if you happen to drink water from the footprint of a wolf during a night of 
full moon, you will suffer memory loss, hallucinations, confusion, delusion and 
aggression, among other things. So we didn’t.  

We have booked at the farm of le Falzet, which has a full complement of pilgrims, 
and two extras, who are grateful to sleep on couches in the living area, as it pours 
outside all night. Dinner is delicious and satisfying, vegetable soup, mushroom 
omelette, roast pork and potatoes Anna, cheese and fromage blanc. 

Next day the rain eventually eases to periods of sunshine. It’s a gentle 18 kilome-
tre walk through forest. Larks flutter and warble through the trees. Clouds billow 
among the hills and drift through the valleys. That night, at les Faux, in contrast 
to the previous night, we  have a 20-bed dortoir, or dormitory, to ourselves and 
we wonder what has become of everyone from the previous night. 

It pours again all night, but the rain clears during the following morning, which 
brings a succession of hills and valleys, with raptors wheeling overhead. We pass 
an old feudal fortress at Rouget, and stop for coffee in a bar at Saint-Alban-sur-
Limagnole, where we bump into some of our acquaintances from le Falzet again. 
There is a steep climb before the descent to the Truyère River. We rest in a field 
of wild narcissi before reaching Aumont-Aubrac, where our accommodation is 
another large dortoir, this time bursting with pilgrims, three of whom have 
brought pack-llamas. Two of the llamas, Chrisophe and Colombo, have travelled 
the entire Chemin together previously. The third, Kenzo, is a novice and has been 
playing up so much that his exhausted owner falls asleep and begins to snore at 
the dinner table. 

So far, we have greatly enjoyed the nightly meals, accommodation and company. 
Here, however, dinner is solid carbohydrate, unalleviated by any vegetable. In the 
dortoir, sleep eludes us. Our beds are next to the smelly bathrooms and  

F'lower-studded meadows 
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throughout the night only the rain hammering on the roof occasionally drowns out 
the chorus of snoring pilgrims. Still, as Sue and I tell Suzanne smugly, it’s better 
than being under a tree.  

The rain abates by morning, but has flooded much of the high marshy valley we 
are to cross today. We regularly run across the llamas. Christophe and Colombo 
are sturdy reliable creatures but Kenzo is a fine-boned, long-necked, high-eared 
boutique llama from Paris, who by his baulking and jibbing reminds his unhappy 
owner constantly of her mistake in thinking he could be a pilgrim. 

We stop at Quatre-Chemins for coffee in a smoky little bar-café run by a lady with 
frizzy red hair, smudged stage make-up, a cigarette in her mouth and a nip of 
something on the counter. The coffee is a spoonful of noxious powder partly dis-
solved in hot water. A couple of pilgrims, who are returning to le Puy, warn us 
that the track ahead is flooded and we follow their advice to continue on the  
bitumen road to a higher point. Some of our companions from the previous night 
decide to follow the track anyway and an hour later we see them still splashing 
through the fields below as we gain the gentle rolling hills where the view unfolds 
of the Aubrac Mountains in the distance. We have one last descent into Rieutort 
d’Aubrac where we spend our last night in a crowded yurt. 
 

The yurt is stuffy, smelly and noisy with snoring, and there are not enough blan-
kets for everyone on this cold night. In the morning, there are also not enough 
breakfast bowls for the guests to be able to breakfast in one shift. Our group has 
opted to breakfast at 7.30 am, but someone appropriates Suzanne’s bowl and she 
has to wait for the following shift. Sue stays with her while I set out in the quiet 
cool morning on the hour’s stroll to the village of Nasbinals.  

My solitary walk gives me time and space to contemplate the experiences of the 
last week, the beauty of the landscape, the ups and downs of life on the chemin 
and the variety of pilgrims’ hopes and expectations, including my own. I am sitting 
in a café enjoying a splendid coffee and some of the local strawberries, famous 
for their flavour and sweetness, when the others start drifting in.  

Maureen Cashman (ACT) 

Christophe 
and Colombo  
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The smouldering pit lay before us,  
the coals twinkle invitingly  
in the cool of the evening. 
 
Wetting the feet will cause steam and burns 
a voice instructs, so keep them dry. 
 
We are all so academic about this ancient ritual, 
though I can see some have gulped a glass of wine  
a bit too quickly. 
 
This friend who once lived in the Pacific laughs 
at our fears. It’s a metaphor for life, she says. 
 
The trick is to glide over the fire-bed lightly 
without pause.  
This gives the coals no time to singe  
our tender soles – unless a tiny one gets lodged 
somewhere in between. 
 
Trouser-legs rolled like matelots  
ready for deck-swabbing, we line up, 
apprehensive. 
 
Who’ll go first? someone calls out  
and a woman steps up to the rim of the pit, 
hesitates and plunges in. 
 
One small step, then another, then a flurry 
and she’s on the other side, journey done. 
Laughing with relief and pride, calling back 
to the hesitants on the other side. 
 
It felt so good! Made bold by her example, 
others cast off from the grassy safety of the rim 
to skim across the flickering carpet of coals. 
 
It’s like a magic carpet ride, taking you 
to where you’ve never been before! 
  
And I wonder: Can I do it again? 
 
Ines Jewell (VIC) 

My own research topic was ‘Gypsies in Australia’. The Rom have always  
fascinated me but the wandering nature of Traveller life must have also been a 
sign of things to come!  

Speaking of challenges: This famous 'bridge' 
is on the first day of the Via de la Plata -  

it bounces up and down as you shuffle 
across, wondering whether the detour 

mightn't have been a better idea! 
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FIREWALKING CAMINO 
 
A recent Facebook meme listing ‘practices known to be doorways to satanic  
possession’ outlawed by some group in the US contained many unexpected activi-
ties, including firewalking. Having confessed to several of the more obvious ones 
like Tarot card reading, this one surprised me as it’s something I have actually 
done, clearly oblivious to its Satanic implications. 
 
As a student many years ago we were asked to write a practice research paper of 
5,000 words on a topic of our own choice. The subject had to be something that 
we felt passionate about that would provide an opportunity for conducting  
opinion surveys and putting together simple statistical displays, such as pie 
charts. Today I can only remember two projects other than my own – one on the 
use of Rohypnol as a date rape drug and another on firewalking.  
 
The student who chose firewalking had a Pacific Islander friend who built her a 
proper firewalking pit – a shallow trench about a metre wide and three metres 
long. It was set up during the day so as to allow the coals to settle into a glowing 
carpet which looked quite beautiful in the evening light. A group of fellow  
student volunteers (including my 13 year old son who had dared to sound inter-
ested) stood around in nervous anticipation as Gabrielle explained the correct 
way to firewalk. Glide, don’t tread firmly. Keep the soles of your feet flat. Keep 
moving. Keep your feet dry (several people wanted to wet them before starting – 
a real no-no as this produces steam which is far more dangerous). Focus on  
getting to the other side as smoothly and calmly as possible. With our trouser legs 
rolled up like grandpas at the seaside, eventually all of us managed to conquer 
our natural fear and anxiety and “walk over burning coals” to reach the other 
side. Many, including my son, even turned around at the end with a big grin and 
asked to do it again.  
 
Just this morning it occurred to me what a metaphor for the Camino that  
firewalking experience was. This was in the late 1990s before I had even walked 
my first Camino and yet there are so many parallels – conquering natural fears 
and anxieties while focusing on your feet to carry you to your goal. Receiving  
guidance and encouragement from others on the same journey. The exhilaration 
of arriving at your destination and sharing that moment with others who have 
shared the journey with you. And almost immediately wanting to start all over 
again.  
 
Part of the course assessment was to present statistical research into the  
responses of a varied group of subjects to a shared challenge. Our group included 
more women than men (!) aged from their twenties to a couple of over-60s and 
of course, my 13 year old son to broaden the range – just like many Camino 
‘families’! The only question I can remember was how many people did you have 
to watch complete it successfully before being prepared to give it a go yourself. 
But it was a great evening out with my son shaking his head as always at the 
“weird things you do, Mum”!  
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BBOOOOKK  RREEVVIIEEWW 

The Roland Medals: a novel 
Maureen Cashman, ACT   
Published by the author, 2021 
 
Maureen Cashman has a knack for evoking place and I  
enjoyed reading her previous book “Charlie & Me in Val-
Paradis”, her memoir about the trials and tribulations of  
temporarily relocating not only herself but also her poodle, 
Charlie from Canberra to south-west France. Being a novel 
rather than a memoir, her new book The Roland Medals is 
quite different but it did not disappoint. 
 
The setting is, for the most part, a monastery on the Camino Invierno and the main 
character is a pilgrim yet The Roland Medals is not a Camino book per se. Rather it is a 
mix of genres – mystery, adventure, historical fiction, romance as well as pilgrimage. A 
tall order that the author manages adroitly.  
 
As well as being a pilgrim herself with experience on many of the Camino routes, the 
author’s website https://maureencashman.com/ states that her research included  
travelling “to Finland, Russia, France, Italy and Spain as well as specialist museums 
and libraries in the UK and the USA.” That meticulous research is evident in the  
finished product. 
 
The book has two principal threads separated by more than 400 years. The central  
character in the modern story is Armi, a Finnish border guard who flees to the Camino 
in an attempt to escape psychological and physical threats to her well-being. Her  
pilgrimage is interrupted by serious illness and then by her volunteering to help out at 
an albergue run by those who had cared for her. 
 
The historical saga follows Carmelo, a monk who was the creator of the Roland Medals 
of the title. Carmelo and Rodrigo, his friend and fellow monk serve as protectors to two 
viscountesses who need to travel to France. A perilous journey and one that ends in 
their being caught up in a war zone. The personal threat to these women parallels  
treatment that Armi has suffered at various times in her life.  
 
There are other connections between the two threads with The Monasterio San Miguel 
y Todos los Angeles where Armi recuperates being a major feature and, as one would  
expect, the medals themselves are the linchpin that ties everything together.  
  
The book is divided into four parts which keeps the threads separate but the author has 
maintained continuity and the links between them ensure a sense of flow. I suggest you 
block out a period of time should you decide to buy this book as I wanted to keep read-
ing and flow along with it. 
 Julie-Ann Milne  (NSW) 
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ANOTHER ROAD LESS TRAVELLED: SHIKOKU, THE 88 TEMPLE WALK 
 
My partner Ursula and I have been interested 
in walking the Spanish Camino for more than 
10 years, Ursula has a strong interest in 
Spanish-speaking cultures and we had spent 
time in Central and South America as well as 
Spain itself. We both were at the first meet-
ing of AFotC in 2010. In 2009 we went to 
Spain taking Ursula‘s mother and visited 
parts of the Camino by car. The idea of 
walking such a long distance seemed 
thoughtlessly possible at the time but as we 
got older, and perhaps a little wiser, the 
idea of long-distance walking had made us 
think again about the Camino. The desire 
never really went away. 
 
In 2018 I retired and attended Janet Leitch's talks about the mechanics of walking 
the Camino, as well as another by Tony Gibb who had ridden a bicycle around Shi-
koku, where I learnt about the Shikoku pilgrimage of 88 Temples. I came to the 
conclusion that the Shikoku pilgrimage would be a good testing ground, Japan  
being much closer than Spain (and a cheaper flight). I was prepared to experi-
ment, understanding that at worst my walk might turn into a total disaster but  
could be translated to a few weeks holiday in Japan. Consequently, in April 2019,  
I found myself getting off a flight from Adelaide in Tokyo. After a few days sight-
seeing there I caught an overnight bus to Osaka and from there a bus to the main 
railway station in Tokushima. Shikoku is the smallest, and least developed of the 
four main islands of Japan. It is divided into the equivalent of four states called 
prefectures and each prefecture has its own capital city. Shikoku is very rugged in 
its interior and mostly wilderness. Contrasting, it is significantly developed around 
most of its coastline, except for parts of the south, which are sparsely populated. 
While there are biggish towns on the west and north coasts, the four capitals are 
the major urban areas on the island. 
 
The pilgrimage follows a generally clockwise path around the perimeter of the 
island. The nature of the narrow populated edge of the island means that roads 
which 1000 years ago were the tracks between small communities became the 
basis of most roads and highways today. Consequently the pilgrimage path is much 
more paved than I understand is found in Spain. In fact, of all the Europeans I met, 
I don’t recall any who hadn't walked the Camino first. It is very common for  
temples to be placed on the tops of hills or mountains for religious and other  
reasons, so some of the natural trails are also quite steep and can be difficult. 
 
The Japanese have a word for these difficult places: korogashi. It literally means 
where the pilgrim falls down and, like many ideas of this pilgrimage it can have a 
double meaning. The obvious physical one of a pilgrim tumbling down the steep 
mountain side but also the less obvious failure of will and the pilgrim turning back, 

Stephen and Inoue Misuzu exchanged 
osamefude (paper nameslips).  

Inoue’s was red, as she had completed 
the pilgrimage more than 8 times. 
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ANOTHER CHOOK LEGEND...  
...THIS TIME IN ITALY! 

In Tramin, Italy, there is a little Romanesque church perched on top of Kastelaz 
hill (see photos below) dedicated to San Giacomo (St Jakob in German, St 
James in English).  I had had a tip about visiting this little church to see the  
ancient frescoes.   

 
When I arrived, there was a couple looking at 
the frescoes and the woman took it upon  
herself to tell me all about one of them – it is a 
fresco illustrating the legend of the spurned 
servant girl who put pewter ware in luggage 
and accused the young boy of theft.  He was 
hung, but the legend goes that with the inter-
vention of St James he 
survived - the mayor 
was disbelieving saying 
that he was “as alive as 
the chicken on my 
plate’ (the chicken then 

flew off!)– which is why chooks are kept in the cathedral in 
Santo Domingo, in Spain.   
 
The lady thought I had been to the chapel before, but I  
explained that as it was a chapel dedicated to St Jakob, I 
was looking for evidence of him in the frescoes.  She was 
quite surprised that I knew the story!  The frescoes in the 
chapel were amazing, and I will let the photos tell the 
tale.  Of course, there was a steep hill to negotiate to get to 
it, but it was 
worth it. 
 
Janet Leitch 
OAM (SA) 

 

 

The stained glass 
window at Santo 

Domingo de la  
Calzada, Spain 
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BONDI TO MANLY WALK, SYDNEY 
 
I’ve always loved walking and, for many years, belonged to a 
couple of bushwalking groups. However, the Camino taught me 
that, while I enjoy it, I’m not actually a day-walker. I’m a  
distance walker. It’s the simplicity of walking day after day that 
makes my heart sing and my spirit soar. 
 
What to do to satisfy the itch in this COVID-19 world in which we live? A search of 
multi-day walks in the Sydney area led me to the Bondi to Manly foreshore walk. 
Though it is only 20km by road, the walking route is 80km as it goes in and out of 
all the bays around the Harbour. 
 
I booked two nights in a hotel in the city and spent three days walking around our 
beautiful city. Just like on the Camino, I tended to walk long days and would prob-
ably do it over four days next time. Ensuring that I had a true Camino experience, 
the weather was variable – one day I walked in glorious sunshine, the next in rain 
and the following in sunshine once more. 
 
Interestingly, it never dawned on me that I didn’t have to spend the whole day 
walking in the rain. I had a whole city of options but, just like on the Camino, I 
accepted the weather for what it was and set off on the day’s walk. 
 
I miss going into churches steeped in the fears, loves and prayers of centuries of 
parishioners. I miss meeting pilgrims from different cultures and I miss not know-
ing where I am or where I’m going to sleep that night. 
 
However, I realised on this walk just how much I 
had taken for granted the city in which I had 
lived all my life. I just needed to open my eyes 
and my heart to fully appreciate the historical 
sites (e.g. Aboriginal, military and quarantine), 
and the beauty of the Harbour, beaches and 
bushland.  
 
Just like on the Camino, I said hello to everyone 
I passed, chatted with a couple of strangers and 
gave a few pages of my guide to another who 
was walking the route in reverse. My mini  
holiday was only a few days but it was enough to 
remind me of my blessings, fill me with gratitude 
and calm the desire to be on the Camino. 
Would I do the walk again? Absolutely! 
 
Details of the walk including maps and an  
excellent guide can be found on: 
https://www.bonditomanly.com/ 

Julie-Ann Milne (NSW) 

Third Quarantine  
Cemetery at North Head  
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not completing 
the task they set 
themselves. 
 
The 88 temples 
of this pilgrimage 
are not the only 
temples on the 
island, but they 
do have a special 
cachet. Their 
significance be-
ing that all the 

sites are associated either truthfully or apocryphally with the Buddhist monk 
Kukai, from around 800AD. Later he was known as Kobo Daishi. 
 
Kobo Daishi's claim to fame was that, at a time when Buddhism was poorly  
developed in Japan, he travelled to China and collected scriptures which he 
brought to Japan. Buddhism was more firmly established in Japan by his actions 
which established it as one of the two major religions still found in Japan today, 
the other one being Shinto. 
 
My understanding is that the Shikoku pilgrimage is unique in one respect. It is not 
a path to a particular place, rather it is a path that follows a circle. Consequently 
there is no actual start or finish. Typically, people start at the first numbered 
Temple and go to the 88th, but this is not a requirement, it is more a historical 
quirk as Tokushima, the location of Temple 1, was often a landing spot for  
pilgrims coming from the main island of Honshu. It is quite acceptable to begin or 
end anywhere along the path and the method of transport or even direction are 
not set as hard and fast requirements. Having said that, walking is seen to be a 
sign of a greater dedication and travelling the pilgrimage in a counter-clockwise 
direction is also seen as accruing more merit. But it is usually stressed there is no 
right or wrong or better or worse way. 
 
That first day, my personal 
goals as I left the main  
Tokushima railway station on 
the small, local train were 
multiple. Could I even walk 
any distance at all? I had 
never attempted a long dis-
tance walk before in my life. 
I had in the previous several 
months been walking unen-
cumbered 5-10km every few 
days. I knew I was okay with 
short distances, I didn’t know 
what a full day of walking 

A primary school sports day, where the kids were  
playing a basketball-like game.  

Sometimes the path is sunny mountain 
trails. ...sometimes the path is simply 
drizzly, wet bitumen. 
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colony, with many women kept 
away from their families and 
treated with extreme cruelty. 
Along the beach, we found 
sharks’ eggs, beach ‘popcorn’, 
shells for making necklaces and 
strands of huge kelp which was 
used for basket-making. We 
were also shown tracks of Tas-
sie devils, wallabies and other 
wildlife, and advised to avoid 
the hundreds of blue-bottle 
stingers washed up on shore.  

Then, respectfully following the 
guides’ request to walk bare-
foot and not take photos, we 
were led to a site of great  
cultural significance – a shel-
tered place in the dunes where 
generations of palawa met for 
thousands of years to share 
food, stories and celebrations. 
Sadly, this beautiful and remote 

place is now being slowly destroyed by beachcombers and dune buggies, simply 
through a lack of understanding of the wealth of history and anthropological  
evidence that it contains.  

Just like the Camino, there’s so much more to the wukalina Walk than just the 
walking. For example, being welcomed to Country with a smoking ceremony under 
the stars was an unforgettable experience. The fire-pit sits in a clearing in front 
of the large open dome of the architecturally-designed main camp building. This 
stunning structure is built from beautiful Tasmanian timbers and was a fantastic 
sight as we stumbled into camp at the end of the first day. The building extends 
into a kitchen/dining room, and then bathroom facilities. Wooden walkways  
lead to the sleeping huts which are built from the same timber and shaped like 
traditional aboriginal shelters. With comfy beds and kangaroo rugs, we spent two 
nights at this camp (krakani lumi).  

Other welcome surprises were 
the flutes of champagne and 
gourmet platters of oysters, 
scallops, cheeses and wallaby 
salami that appeared when we 
arrived. This set the standard 
for the remaining 3 days. Su-
perb food and wine - maybe not 
exactly traditional tucker - but 
always served with flair and an 
indigenous twist.  

The third and final night of the 

We occasionally ducked inland into the low bush 
along narrow swampy tracks to avoid the rocky 

headlands. 

Sumptuous platters of indigenous-based food and 
local wine greeted us on our arrival each night. Wal-
laby salami, local cheeses, crayfish and scallops! 
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their white funeral shroud, they could be buried 
immediately and their staff used as a temporary 
grave marker until word was able to be sent back to 
their family who may, if well off enough, have been 
able to provide for a more permanent memorial. It 
was common to walk along the trail and see the 
gravestones of previous pilgrims.  
 
After leaving the shop properly kitted out,  
I returned to Temple 1 to carry out the required  
ceremony which involves paying respects at each 
Main Hall and Daishi Hall. After carrying out these 
two obligations, it is possible to get a book stamped 
and initialled with calligraphy in the Temple office. 
Very much the equivalent of the Camino credential. 
 

Because I had travelled from Tokyo overnight and from Osaka that morning, I left 
on my first day of actual walking in the early afternoon. It was possible to follow 
the map in the guidebook—mostly—easily which was supplemented by markers 
along the path. Of course, that afternoon I got lost. Which became a daily occur-
rence for the next week or so and sporadically even after that. Even so, I was 
able to reach the fourth temple just prior to its office closing time. I was able to 
walk to the fifth temple in the late afternoon. My accommodation, which I had 
booked over the Internet, was next door. That made it a convenient spot to begin 
early the next day. I found the accommodation easily as it had identifying banners 
hanging outside in the Japanese manner. And thus began my education about 
walking generally and Japan specifically. I remember unloading my backpack in a 
bunk room which I had to myself and thinking that my feet were sore, though not 
as bad as I had feared, and wondering what had I really got myself into… 
 
(Spoiler; I met a lot of interesting people, I had a lot of time to contemplate 
things, I found out about various different types of accommodation and food in 
Japan. I saw many interesting practices, sights, places and creatures. I learnt 
about blisters, chafing, being rained on and sweaty, mountains, and having sore 
feet.  
 
But I also found out 
after 350ish km, it was 
eminently do-able, so I 
did another 450km. The 
dreaded Covid hindered 
my complete circum-
ambulation but I will go 
back to finish as soon 
as I can). 
 
Stephen Kittel (SA) 
 

Calligraphy being written into 
my Nokyocho (stamp book). 
Each visited temple provides a 
set of 3 stamps and calligra-
phy, unique to that temple. 

Ohenro (pilgrims) visiting Temple 10. The building on the left 
is the Hondo (main hall), on the right is the Shoro (bell tower) 

which all henro ring once on their arrival. 
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with a backpack might entail. Especially 
on the mountains. Would I be able to cope 
finding basic necessities such as food and 
accommodation in an area where I did not 
speak the language, as well as, dealing 
with any unforeseen issues that may come 
up? And finally, was this style of walking 
going to prove more expensive than I could 
reasonably afford on my pension? I had 
really set off into the unknown, far outside 
my comfort zone. I knew I would be chiefly 
relying on my ability to adapt and the  
assistance of strangers. 
 
Alighting from the train at the small  
countryside station of Bando only 12kms 
from the centre of Tokushima I wondered 

how I would find my way to Temple 1. I had the Shikoku 88 Guidebook which is the 
essential item for all English speakers. But Japan is a much more organised place 
than I imagined even in the countryside. There was a green line about 15cm wide 
painted along the road leading from the railway station to Temple 1. I was able to 
follow it with ease and minutes later I was in the courtyard of the temple  
admiring the architecture and gardens.  
 
Most Japanese Buddhist temples have a similar architectural layout, just as most 
Christian Churches tend to follow a pattern. There is a main hall which houses the 
statue for the Buddhist deity who is relevant to that particular temple. There is 
another lesser Hall in these Shikoku temples which is dedicated to Kobo Daishi. 
There are also other standard features; a large censer outside each hall, cabinets 
for candles, offertory boxes, an ablution basin, the main gate, a large temple bell 
and last but not least the temple office. 
 
After wandering around Temple 1 for a short time, I went to the shop next door to 
buy pilgrim paraphernalia. They kitted me out with the things that every well-
dressed pilgrim carried, including a white jacket, stole and a walking staff. Like 
most things about the pilgrimage, these items can carry a symbolic as well as a 
practical use. The walking staff is representative of the spirit of Kobo Daishi and is 
symbolic of two people striving  
together as one. The white jacket, 
which visibly identifies the pilgrim 
from a distance is culturally the  
colour of mourning. It previously  
represented the pilgrim’s readiness to 
accept their own fate. This was more 
than an idle gesture, as in the past, 
when times were much tougher, pil-
grims could, and did, die on the trail. 
When found, being already dressed in 

Ancient Ohenro 
grave markers by a 

mountain trail 

Osamefude left by henro at each temple. 
The colours denote how many times the 
pilgrim has completed the pilgrimage. 
White (like mine) shows the pilgrim is  
on their earliest attempts. The gold one, 
just visible, indicates more than 50. 
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walk was spent a lighthouse 
keeper’s cottage at larapuna, 
Eddystone Light, on land that 
has been leased to the Aborigi-
nal Elders for 40 years. When 
handed back to the original 
owners, the two cottages were 
in disrepair and inhabited by 
local wombats! With generous 
philanthropic assistance and 

many hours of volunteer work, the first cottage has been beautifully renovated 
and furnished by the community, providing a place of warmth and safety.  

The storms that had been battering the east coast of mainland Australia arrived at 
larapuna during the night. We woke to gale-force winds and heavy rain – and were 
grateful it hadn’t arrived a day earlier. Despite the wild weather we all made a  
5-minute dash for the lighthouse – now surrounded by a moat! – so that we could 
climb the spiral staircase to the top and look out over the wild sea and the Bay of 
Fires. Visibility was near zero but it was worth it. Another dash back to the  
cottage and we were drenched. But after a welcome cuppa and a change of 
clothes, then our final delicious lunch together, we boarded the mini-bus for the 
return trip to Launceston.  

There is so much to take-away from the wukalina Walk – new friendships formed, 
knowledge gained and a better understanding of the past and present history of 
Aboriginal settlement, British colonial invasion, exploitation and destruction. We 
came away with a greater awareness that the way forward, for the benefit of all 
Australians, must be through truth-telling, treaty and Constitutional recognition.  

So, while it may not be possible for any of us to follow in the footsteps of  
medieval pilgrims in Europe in the foreseeable future, we do have the opportunity 
to share an Aboriginal pilgrimage on Aboriginal Country. And to come away with 
the same spirit of ‘one-ness’ that the Camino de Santiago provides.  

(See www.wukalinawalk.com.au for more information and booking) 

Margaret Gadd (SA) 

Bluebottles now so common on the beach;  
and fresh Tassie devil tracks. Right: Beach popcorn. 

Left: The communal amphitheatre area complete with 
fire pit. Right: The four South Aussies relaxing after a 

hard day’s walk—Margaret (2nd from right),  
and Alison, CC Editor (far right) 
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 WALKING ON COUNTRY: THE 
WUKALINA WALK (TASMANIA)  

If ‘pilgrimage’ invokes ideas of 
journeying, reflecting, searching 
for meaning and knowledge within 
a spiritual or sacred context, the 
wukalina Walk might perhaps be 
considered a pilgrimage experience 
for the Aboriginal people of Tasma-
nia. It is certainly a physical and 
spiritual journey which they gener-
ously want to share with anyone 
interested in walking with them on 
theirxCountry.  
  
A 4-day journey, owned and led by First Nations people, this Walk gives non-
Aboriginal people an opportunity to listen, learn and gain understanding of the 
significance of cultural connection. It is an experience provided with a warm spirit 
of sharing knowledge and friendship – without side-stepping the dark history  
of European invasion and injustice which so severely impacted on Tasmania’s  
indigenous people.  

I embarked on the wukalina Walk in late March 2021 with 3 friends (including  
Alison Bell, Editor of this Camino  Chronicle), plus 5 other ‘whitefella’ walkers – 
who all proved to be wonderful travelling companions. At the Aboriginal Elders 
Centre in Launceston, we met our palawa (Tasmanian Aboriginal) guides and  
support staff, and were introduced to the stories and customs of their people 
through the paintings, photos and quilts that hang on the walls of the Centre. The 
yarning that was to continue throughout our journey also began here. Lead guide, 
Hank (see photo below), a man of deep knowledge, wisdom and humour, had us  
laughing, thinking and learning before even setting off in the minibus that took us 
3 hours away to Mt William (wukalina) for the start of the Walk.  

wukalina Walk operates from late September to 
April and involves days of hiking through bush-
land and beach. Walking level is mostly easy to 
moderate, though the climb to the top of Mt 

Resting  after the trek 
up Mt William 

(wukalina) - and back.  

Map showing our route: the Wukalina Walk is in 
the very NE corner of Tasmania 
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William at 
the start 
of the 
journey is 
steep and 
rocky in 
parts, and 
the beach 

walk on Day 3 is long, and 
can be tough in windy con-
ditions. But the view from 
the top of Mt William gives 
the opportunity to see the 
country to be crossed in 
coming days. On a clear 
day it’s possible to see all 
the way to the Furneaux 
Islands in Bass Strait to 
where Tasmanian Aborigi-
nes were ‘removed’ in the 

early days of colonisation. The Islands were a grim and inhospitable place to live 
in the 1800s, but they remain highly significant to the community today. Hank 
and Carleeta, a young palawa woman guide, told us many yarns about the  
importance of the ‘birding’ season that takes place on the islands every year in 
April/May when the whole community moves back to catch and process the mut-
ton birds that migrate from the Arctic.  

On descending Mt William, the walk took us approximately 12km through bush-
land to our first camp. Along the way we saw forests of grass trees (yuccas) and 
learned about some of the plants which provide indigenous tucker. The going was 
slow in parts to avoid hundreds of giant webs of the orb spiders. Fortunately, the 
guides cleared them gently. Snakes were also evident, so we were encouraged to 
wear gaiters… just in case.  

On the second and third days, we walked along the wild and beautiful northern 
coast where we learned more of the palawa history and culture. Walking on white 
sandy beaches, past huge rocks and crashing waves, we heard stories about the 
abundance of food which the pakana (Aboriginal women) traditionally fetched 
from the sea, including crayfish, scallops, and even baby seals. The women’s 
hunting skills were, of course, exploited by the sealers in the early days of the 

Below: The long blustery walk southwards to Eddystone 
Lighthouse along the beach. Right: Hank stops to show us 
the 3yo remains of a whale (rib and vertebrae). 

Above: Our cultural session with Carleeta, where we 
learned how and what the women created with shells and 
kelp etc. Right: Walking up Mt William. Top: Small basket.  
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colony, with many women kept 
away from their families and 
treated with extreme cruelty. 
Along the beach, we found 
sharks’ eggs, beach ‘popcorn’, 
shells for making necklaces and 
strands of huge kelp which was 
used for basket-making. We 
were also shown tracks of Tas-
sie devils, wallabies and other 
wildlife, and advised to avoid 
the hundreds of blue-bottle 
stingers washed up on shore.  

Then, respectfully following the 
guides’ request to walk bare-
foot and not take photos, we 
were led to a site of great  
cultural significance – a shel-
tered place in the dunes where 
generations of palawa met for 
thousands of years to share 
food, stories and celebrations. 
Sadly, this beautiful and remote 

place is now being slowly destroyed by beachcombers and dune buggies, simply 
through a lack of understanding of the wealth of history and anthropological  
evidence that it contains.  
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walking. For example, being welcomed to Country with a smoking ceremony under 
the stars was an unforgettable experience. The fire-pit sits in a clearing in front 
of the large open dome of the architecturally-designed main camp building. This 
stunning structure is built from beautiful Tasmanian timbers and was a fantastic 
sight as we stumbled into camp at the end of the first day. The building extends 
into a kitchen/dining room, and then bathroom facilities. Wooden walkways  
lead to the sleeping huts which are built from the same timber and shaped like 
traditional aboriginal shelters. With comfy beds and kangaroo rugs, we spent two 
nights at this camp (krakani lumi).  

Other welcome surprises were 
the flutes of champagne and 
gourmet platters of oysters, 
scallops, cheeses and wallaby 
salami that appeared when we 
arrived. This set the standard 
for the remaining 3 days. Su-
perb food and wine - maybe not 
exactly traditional tucker - but 
always served with flair and an 
indigenous twist.  
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along narrow swampy tracks to avoid the rocky 
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their white funeral shroud, they could be buried 
immediately and their staff used as a temporary 
grave marker until word was able to be sent back to 
their family who may, if well off enough, have been 
able to provide for a more permanent memorial. It 
was common to walk along the trail and see the 
gravestones of previous pilgrims.  
 
After leaving the shop properly kitted out,  
I returned to Temple 1 to carry out the required  
ceremony which involves paying respects at each 
Main Hall and Daishi Hall. After carrying out these 
two obligations, it is possible to get a book stamped 
and initialled with calligraphy in the Temple office. 
Very much the equivalent of the Camino credential. 
 

Because I had travelled from Tokyo overnight and from Osaka that morning, I left 
on my first day of actual walking in the early afternoon. It was possible to follow 
the map in the guidebook—mostly—easily which was supplemented by markers 
along the path. Of course, that afternoon I got lost. Which became a daily occur-
rence for the next week or so and sporadically even after that. Even so, I was 
able to reach the fourth temple just prior to its office closing time. I was able to 
walk to the fifth temple in the late afternoon. My accommodation, which I had 
booked over the Internet, was next door. That made it a convenient spot to begin 
early the next day. I found the accommodation easily as it had identifying banners 
hanging outside in the Japanese manner. And thus began my education about 
walking generally and Japan specifically. I remember unloading my backpack in a 
bunk room which I had to myself and thinking that my feet were sore, though not 
as bad as I had feared, and wondering what had I really got myself into… 
 
(Spoiler; I met a lot of interesting people, I had a lot of time to contemplate 
things, I found out about various different types of accommodation and food in 
Japan. I saw many interesting practices, sights, places and creatures. I learnt 
about blisters, chafing, being rained on and sweaty, mountains, and having sore 
feet.  
 
But I also found out 
after 350ish km, it was 
eminently do-able, so I 
did another 450km. The 
dreaded Covid hindered 
my complete circum-
ambulation but I will go 
back to finish as soon 
as I can). 
 
Stephen Kittel (SA) 
 

Calligraphy being written into 
my Nokyocho (stamp book). 
Each visited temple provides a 
set of 3 stamps and calligra-
phy, unique to that temple. 

Ohenro (pilgrims) visiting Temple 10. The building on the left 
is the Hondo (main hall), on the right is the Shoro (bell tower) 

which all henro ring once on their arrival. 
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with a backpack might entail. Especially 
on the mountains. Would I be able to cope 
finding basic necessities such as food and 
accommodation in an area where I did not 
speak the language, as well as, dealing 
with any unforeseen issues that may come 
up? And finally, was this style of walking 
going to prove more expensive than I could 
reasonably afford on my pension? I had 
really set off into the unknown, far outside 
my comfort zone. I knew I would be chiefly 
relying on my ability to adapt and the  
assistance of strangers. 
 
Alighting from the train at the small  
countryside station of Bando only 12kms 
from the centre of Tokushima I wondered 

how I would find my way to Temple 1. I had the Shikoku 88 Guidebook which is the 
essential item for all English speakers. But Japan is a much more organised place 
than I imagined even in the countryside. There was a green line about 15cm wide 
painted along the road leading from the railway station to Temple 1. I was able to 
follow it with ease and minutes later I was in the courtyard of the temple  
admiring the architecture and gardens.  
 
Most Japanese Buddhist temples have a similar architectural layout, just as most 
Christian Churches tend to follow a pattern. There is a main hall which houses the 
statue for the Buddhist deity who is relevant to that particular temple. There is 
another lesser Hall in these Shikoku temples which is dedicated to Kobo Daishi. 
There are also other standard features; a large censer outside each hall, cabinets 
for candles, offertory boxes, an ablution basin, the main gate, a large temple bell 
and last but not least the temple office. 
 
After wandering around Temple 1 for a short time, I went to the shop next door to 
buy pilgrim paraphernalia. They kitted me out with the things that every well-
dressed pilgrim carried, including a white jacket, stole and a walking staff. Like 
most things about the pilgrimage, these items can carry a symbolic as well as a 
practical use. The walking staff is representative of the spirit of Kobo Daishi and is 
symbolic of two people striving  
together as one. The white jacket, 
which visibly identifies the pilgrim 
from a distance is culturally the  
colour of mourning. It previously  
represented the pilgrim’s readiness to 
accept their own fate. This was more 
than an idle gesture, as in the past, 
when times were much tougher, pil-
grims could, and did, die on the trail. 
When found, being already dressed in 

Ancient Ohenro 
grave markers by a 

mountain trail 

Osamefude left by henro at each temple. 
The colours denote how many times the 
pilgrim has completed the pilgrimage. 
White (like mine) shows the pilgrim is  
on their earliest attempts. The gold one, 
just visible, indicates more than 50. 
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walk was spent a lighthouse 
keeper’s cottage at larapuna, 
Eddystone Light, on land that 
has been leased to the Aborigi-
nal Elders for 40 years. When 
handed back to the original 
owners, the two cottages were 
in disrepair and inhabited by 
local wombats! With generous 
philanthropic assistance and 

many hours of volunteer work, the first cottage has been beautifully renovated 
and furnished by the community, providing a place of warmth and safety.  

The storms that had been battering the east coast of mainland Australia arrived at 
larapuna during the night. We woke to gale-force winds and heavy rain – and were 
grateful it hadn’t arrived a day earlier. Despite the wild weather we all made a  
5-minute dash for the lighthouse – now surrounded by a moat! – so that we could 
climb the spiral staircase to the top and look out over the wild sea and the Bay of 
Fires. Visibility was near zero but it was worth it. Another dash back to the  
cottage and we were drenched. But after a welcome cuppa and a change of 
clothes, then our final delicious lunch together, we boarded the mini-bus for the 
return trip to Launceston.  

There is so much to take-away from the wukalina Walk – new friendships formed, 
knowledge gained and a better understanding of the past and present history of 
Aboriginal settlement, British colonial invasion, exploitation and destruction. We 
came away with a greater awareness that the way forward, for the benefit of all 
Australians, must be through truth-telling, treaty and Constitutional recognition.  

So, while it may not be possible for any of us to follow in the footsteps of  
medieval pilgrims in Europe in the foreseeable future, we do have the opportunity 
to share an Aboriginal pilgrimage on Aboriginal Country. And to come away with 
the same spirit of ‘one-ness’ that the Camino de Santiago provides.  

(See www.wukalinawalk.com.au for more information and booking) 

Margaret Gadd (SA) 

Bluebottles now so common on the beach;  
and fresh Tassie devil tracks. Right: Beach popcorn. 

Left: The communal amphitheatre area complete with 
fire pit. Right: The four South Aussies relaxing after a 

hard day’s walk—Margaret (2nd from right),  
and Alison, CC Editor (far right) 
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BONDI TO MANLY WALK, SYDNEY 
 
I’ve always loved walking and, for many years, belonged to a 
couple of bushwalking groups. However, the Camino taught me 
that, while I enjoy it, I’m not actually a day-walker. I’m a  
distance walker. It’s the simplicity of walking day after day that 
makes my heart sing and my spirit soar. 
 
What to do to satisfy the itch in this COVID-19 world in which we live? A search of 
multi-day walks in the Sydney area led me to the Bondi to Manly foreshore walk. 
Though it is only 20km by road, the walking route is 80km as it goes in and out of 
all the bays around the Harbour. 
 
I booked two nights in a hotel in the city and spent three days walking around our 
beautiful city. Just like on the Camino, I tended to walk long days and would prob-
ably do it over four days next time. Ensuring that I had a true Camino experience, 
the weather was variable – one day I walked in glorious sunshine, the next in rain 
and the following in sunshine once more. 
 
Interestingly, it never dawned on me that I didn’t have to spend the whole day 
walking in the rain. I had a whole city of options but, just like on the Camino, I 
accepted the weather for what it was and set off on the day’s walk. 
 
I miss going into churches steeped in the fears, loves and prayers of centuries of 
parishioners. I miss meeting pilgrims from different cultures and I miss not know-
ing where I am or where I’m going to sleep that night. 
 
However, I realised on this walk just how much I 
had taken for granted the city in which I had 
lived all my life. I just needed to open my eyes 
and my heart to fully appreciate the historical 
sites (e.g. Aboriginal, military and quarantine), 
and the beauty of the Harbour, beaches and 
bushland.  
 
Just like on the Camino, I said hello to everyone 
I passed, chatted with a couple of strangers and 
gave a few pages of my guide to another who 
was walking the route in reverse. My mini  
holiday was only a few days but it was enough to 
remind me of my blessings, fill me with gratitude 
and calm the desire to be on the Camino. 
Would I do the walk again? Absolutely! 
 
Details of the walk including maps and an  
excellent guide can be found on: 
https://www.bonditomanly.com/ 

Julie-Ann Milne (NSW) 

Third Quarantine  
Cemetery at North Head  
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not completing 
the task they set 
themselves. 
 
The 88 temples 
of this pilgrimage 
are not the only 
temples on the 
island, but they 
do have a special 
cachet. Their 
significance be-
ing that all the 

sites are associated either truthfully or apocryphally with the Buddhist monk 
Kukai, from around 800AD. Later he was known as Kobo Daishi. 
 
Kobo Daishi's claim to fame was that, at a time when Buddhism was poorly  
developed in Japan, he travelled to China and collected scriptures which he 
brought to Japan. Buddhism was more firmly established in Japan by his actions 
which established it as one of the two major religions still found in Japan today, 
the other one being Shinto. 
 
My understanding is that the Shikoku pilgrimage is unique in one respect. It is not 
a path to a particular place, rather it is a path that follows a circle. Consequently 
there is no actual start or finish. Typically, people start at the first numbered 
Temple and go to the 88th, but this is not a requirement, it is more a historical 
quirk as Tokushima, the location of Temple 1, was often a landing spot for  
pilgrims coming from the main island of Honshu. It is quite acceptable to begin or 
end anywhere along the path and the method of transport or even direction are 
not set as hard and fast requirements. Having said that, walking is seen to be a 
sign of a greater dedication and travelling the pilgrimage in a counter-clockwise 
direction is also seen as accruing more merit. But it is usually stressed there is no 
right or wrong or better or worse way. 
 
That first day, my personal 
goals as I left the main  
Tokushima railway station on 
the small, local train were 
multiple. Could I even walk 
any distance at all? I had 
never attempted a long dis-
tance walk before in my life. 
I had in the previous several 
months been walking unen-
cumbered 5-10km every few 
days. I knew I was okay with 
short distances, I didn’t know 
what a full day of walking 

A primary school sports day, where the kids were  
playing a basketball-like game.  

Sometimes the path is sunny mountain 
trails. ...sometimes the path is simply 
drizzly, wet bitumen. 
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ANOTHER ROAD LESS TRAVELLED: SHIKOKU, THE 88 TEMPLE WALK 
 
My partner Ursula and I have been interested 
in walking the Spanish Camino for more than 
10 years, Ursula has a strong interest in 
Spanish-speaking cultures and we had spent 
time in Central and South America as well as 
Spain itself. We both were at the first meet-
ing of AFotC in 2010. In 2009 we went to 
Spain taking Ursula‘s mother and visited 
parts of the Camino by car. The idea of 
walking such a long distance seemed 
thoughtlessly possible at the time but as we 
got older, and perhaps a little wiser, the 
idea of long-distance walking had made us 
think again about the Camino. The desire 
never really went away. 
 
In 2018 I retired and attended Janet Leitch's talks about the mechanics of walking 
the Camino, as well as another by Tony Gibb who had ridden a bicycle around Shi-
koku, where I learnt about the Shikoku pilgrimage of 88 Temples. I came to the 
conclusion that the Shikoku pilgrimage would be a good testing ground, Japan  
being much closer than Spain (and a cheaper flight). I was prepared to experi-
ment, understanding that at worst my walk might turn into a total disaster but  
could be translated to a few weeks holiday in Japan. Consequently, in April 2019,  
I found myself getting off a flight from Adelaide in Tokyo. After a few days sight-
seeing there I caught an overnight bus to Osaka and from there a bus to the main 
railway station in Tokushima. Shikoku is the smallest, and least developed of the 
four main islands of Japan. It is divided into the equivalent of four states called 
prefectures and each prefecture has its own capital city. Shikoku is very rugged in 
its interior and mostly wilderness. Contrasting, it is significantly developed around 
most of its coastline, except for parts of the south, which are sparsely populated. 
While there are biggish towns on the west and north coasts, the four capitals are 
the major urban areas on the island. 
 
The pilgrimage follows a generally clockwise path around the perimeter of the 
island. The nature of the narrow populated edge of the island means that roads 
which 1000 years ago were the tracks between small communities became the 
basis of most roads and highways today. Consequently the pilgrimage path is much 
more paved than I understand is found in Spain. In fact, of all the Europeans I met, 
I don’t recall any who hadn't walked the Camino first. It is very common for  
temples to be placed on the tops of hills or mountains for religious and other  
reasons, so some of the natural trails are also quite steep and can be difficult. 
 
The Japanese have a word for these difficult places: korogashi. It literally means 
where the pilgrim falls down and, like many ideas of this pilgrimage it can have a 
double meaning. The obvious physical one of a pilgrim tumbling down the steep 
mountain side but also the less obvious failure of will and the pilgrim turning back, 

Stephen and Inoue Misuzu exchanged 
osamefude (paper nameslips).  

Inoue’s was red, as she had completed 
the pilgrimage more than 8 times. 
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ANOTHER CHOOK LEGEND...  
...THIS TIME IN ITALY! 

In Tramin, Italy, there is a little Romanesque church perched on top of Kastelaz 
hill (see photos below) dedicated to San Giacomo (St Jakob in German, St 
James in English).  I had had a tip about visiting this little church to see the  
ancient frescoes.   

 
When I arrived, there was a couple looking at 
the frescoes and the woman took it upon  
herself to tell me all about one of them – it is a 
fresco illustrating the legend of the spurned 
servant girl who put pewter ware in luggage 
and accused the young boy of theft.  He was 
hung, but the legend goes that with the inter-
vention of St James he 
survived - the mayor 
was disbelieving saying 
that he was “as alive as 
the chicken on my 
plate’ (the chicken then 

flew off!)– which is why chooks are kept in the cathedral in 
Santo Domingo, in Spain.   
 
The lady thought I had been to the chapel before, but I  
explained that as it was a chapel dedicated to St Jakob, I 
was looking for evidence of him in the frescoes.  She was 
quite surprised that I knew the story!  The frescoes in the 
chapel were amazing, and I will let the photos tell the 
tale.  Of course, there was a steep hill to negotiate to get to 
it, but it was 
worth it. 
 
Janet Leitch 
OAM (SA) 

 

 

The stained glass 
window at Santo 

Domingo de la  
Calzada, Spain 
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FIREWALKING CAMINO 
 
A recent Facebook meme listing ‘practices known to be doorways to satanic  
possession’ outlawed by some group in the US contained many unexpected activi-
ties, including firewalking. Having confessed to several of the more obvious ones 
like Tarot card reading, this one surprised me as it’s something I have actually 
done, clearly oblivious to its Satanic implications. 
 
As a student many years ago we were asked to write a practice research paper of 
5,000 words on a topic of our own choice. The subject had to be something that 
we felt passionate about that would provide an opportunity for conducting  
opinion surveys and putting together simple statistical displays, such as pie 
charts. Today I can only remember two projects other than my own – one on the 
use of Rohypnol as a date rape drug and another on firewalking.  
 
The student who chose firewalking had a Pacific Islander friend who built her a 
proper firewalking pit – a shallow trench about a metre wide and three metres 
long. It was set up during the day so as to allow the coals to settle into a glowing 
carpet which looked quite beautiful in the evening light. A group of fellow  
student volunteers (including my 13 year old son who had dared to sound inter-
ested) stood around in nervous anticipation as Gabrielle explained the correct 
way to firewalk. Glide, don’t tread firmly. Keep the soles of your feet flat. Keep 
moving. Keep your feet dry (several people wanted to wet them before starting – 
a real no-no as this produces steam which is far more dangerous). Focus on  
getting to the other side as smoothly and calmly as possible. With our trouser legs 
rolled up like grandpas at the seaside, eventually all of us managed to conquer 
our natural fear and anxiety and “walk over burning coals” to reach the other 
side. Many, including my son, even turned around at the end with a big grin and 
asked to do it again.  
 
Just this morning it occurred to me what a metaphor for the Camino that  
firewalking experience was. This was in the late 1990s before I had even walked 
my first Camino and yet there are so many parallels – conquering natural fears 
and anxieties while focusing on your feet to carry you to your goal. Receiving  
guidance and encouragement from others on the same journey. The exhilaration 
of arriving at your destination and sharing that moment with others who have 
shared the journey with you. And almost immediately wanting to start all over 
again.  
 
Part of the course assessment was to present statistical research into the  
responses of a varied group of subjects to a shared challenge. Our group included 
more women than men (!) aged from their twenties to a couple of over-60s and 
of course, my 13 year old son to broaden the range – just like many Camino 
‘families’! The only question I can remember was how many people did you have 
to watch complete it successfully before being prepared to give it a go yourself. 
But it was a great evening out with my son shaking his head as always at the 
“weird things you do, Mum”!  
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BBOOOOKK  RREEVVIIEEWW 

The Roland Medals: a novel 
Maureen Cashman, ACT   
Published by the author, 2021 
 
Maureen Cashman has a knack for evoking place and I  
enjoyed reading her previous book “Charlie & Me in Val-
Paradis”, her memoir about the trials and tribulations of  
temporarily relocating not only herself but also her poodle, 
Charlie from Canberra to south-west France. Being a novel 
rather than a memoir, her new book The Roland Medals is 
quite different but it did not disappoint. 
 
The setting is, for the most part, a monastery on the Camino Invierno and the main 
character is a pilgrim yet The Roland Medals is not a Camino book per se. Rather it is a 
mix of genres – mystery, adventure, historical fiction, romance as well as pilgrimage. A 
tall order that the author manages adroitly.  
 
As well as being a pilgrim herself with experience on many of the Camino routes, the 
author’s website https://maureencashman.com/ states that her research included  
travelling “to Finland, Russia, France, Italy and Spain as well as specialist museums 
and libraries in the UK and the USA.” That meticulous research is evident in the  
finished product. 
 
The book has two principal threads separated by more than 400 years. The central  
character in the modern story is Armi, a Finnish border guard who flees to the Camino 
in an attempt to escape psychological and physical threats to her well-being. Her  
pilgrimage is interrupted by serious illness and then by her volunteering to help out at 
an albergue run by those who had cared for her. 
 
The historical saga follows Carmelo, a monk who was the creator of the Roland Medals 
of the title. Carmelo and Rodrigo, his friend and fellow monk serve as protectors to two 
viscountesses who need to travel to France. A perilous journey and one that ends in 
their being caught up in a war zone. The personal threat to these women parallels  
treatment that Armi has suffered at various times in her life.  
 
There are other connections between the two threads with The Monasterio San Miguel 
y Todos los Angeles where Armi recuperates being a major feature and, as one would  
expect, the medals themselves are the linchpin that ties everything together.  
  
The book is divided into four parts which keeps the threads separate but the author has 
maintained continuity and the links between them ensure a sense of flow. I suggest you 
block out a period of time should you decide to buy this book as I wanted to keep read-
ing and flow along with it. 
 Julie-Ann Milne  (NSW) 
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throughout the night only the rain hammering on the roof occasionally drowns out 
the chorus of snoring pilgrims. Still, as Sue and I tell Suzanne smugly, it’s better 
than being under a tree.  

The rain abates by morning, but has flooded much of the high marshy valley we 
are to cross today. We regularly run across the llamas. Christophe and Colombo 
are sturdy reliable creatures but Kenzo is a fine-boned, long-necked, high-eared 
boutique llama from Paris, who by his baulking and jibbing reminds his unhappy 
owner constantly of her mistake in thinking he could be a pilgrim. 

We stop at Quatre-Chemins for coffee in a smoky little bar-café run by a lady with 
frizzy red hair, smudged stage make-up, a cigarette in her mouth and a nip of 
something on the counter. The coffee is a spoonful of noxious powder partly dis-
solved in hot water. A couple of pilgrims, who are returning to le Puy, warn us 
that the track ahead is flooded and we follow their advice to continue on the  
bitumen road to a higher point. Some of our companions from the previous night 
decide to follow the track anyway and an hour later we see them still splashing 
through the fields below as we gain the gentle rolling hills where the view unfolds 
of the Aubrac Mountains in the distance. We have one last descent into Rieutort 
d’Aubrac where we spend our last night in a crowded yurt. 
 

The yurt is stuffy, smelly and noisy with snoring, and there are not enough blan-
kets for everyone on this cold night. In the morning, there are also not enough 
breakfast bowls for the guests to be able to breakfast in one shift. Our group has 
opted to breakfast at 7.30 am, but someone appropriates Suzanne’s bowl and she 
has to wait for the following shift. Sue stays with her while I set out in the quiet 
cool morning on the hour’s stroll to the village of Nasbinals.  

My solitary walk gives me time and space to contemplate the experiences of the 
last week, the beauty of the landscape, the ups and downs of life on the chemin 
and the variety of pilgrims’ hopes and expectations, including my own. I am sitting 
in a café enjoying a splendid coffee and some of the local strawberries, famous 
for their flavour and sweetness, when the others start drifting in.  

Maureen Cashman (ACT) 

Christophe 
and Colombo  
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The smouldering pit lay before us,  
the coals twinkle invitingly  
in the cool of the evening. 
 
Wetting the feet will cause steam and burns 
a voice instructs, so keep them dry. 
 
We are all so academic about this ancient ritual, 
though I can see some have gulped a glass of wine  
a bit too quickly. 
 
This friend who once lived in the Pacific laughs 
at our fears. It’s a metaphor for life, she says. 
 
The trick is to glide over the fire-bed lightly 
without pause.  
This gives the coals no time to singe  
our tender soles – unless a tiny one gets lodged 
somewhere in between. 
 
Trouser-legs rolled like matelots  
ready for deck-swabbing, we line up, 
apprehensive. 
 
Who’ll go first? someone calls out  
and a woman steps up to the rim of the pit, 
hesitates and plunges in. 
 
One small step, then another, then a flurry 
and she’s on the other side, journey done. 
Laughing with relief and pride, calling back 
to the hesitants on the other side. 
 
It felt so good! Made bold by her example, 
others cast off from the grassy safety of the rim 
to skim across the flickering carpet of coals. 
 
It’s like a magic carpet ride, taking you 
to where you’ve never been before! 
  
And I wonder: Can I do it again? 
 
Ines Jewell (VIC) 

My own research topic was ‘Gypsies in Australia’. The Rom have always  
fascinated me but the wandering nature of Traveller life must have also been a 
sign of things to come!  

Speaking of challenges: This famous 'bridge' 
is on the first day of the Via de la Plata -  

it bounces up and down as you shuffle 
across, wondering whether the detour 

mightn't have been a better idea! 
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  Did You Know?  

CASTELLING 

In 2016, on the way to connect to the Camino Invierno after completing the 
Camino Ignaciano. a friend and I happened to be walking back to our hotel in 
Barcelona. A crowd was congregating on the footpath outside a school, and on 
investigation we found it was the practice night for one of the castellar colles. 
Practice, practice, practice is the key word for these extraordinary formations, 
and castellers take this very seriously. 
 
The tradition of building a human tower, or castell, is a Catalan tradition dating 
back to the 18th century, beginning in the small town of Valls just 40 kms west 
of Barcelona. It is a tradition now listed on the Representative List of the  
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. It began as the conclusion of a  
traditional dance, with music being provided by the traditional oboe like double 
reed instrument, gralla, with the dancers forming a small tower at the end of 
the dance. Over time the dance and the building of the castell were separated, 
and by the end of the 19th century they were quite independent. There are now 
two aspects to castelling – one being performance and the other, competition.  
As part of the performance traditional melodies are played before, during  
and after the towers are built. 
 
The building of castells began as a rural tradition, spreading to the city as  
villagers moved there, but it was not until 1969 that the Castellers de Barcelona 

were formed. The 
castells are per-
formed during the 
main parts of larg-
er festivals though 
there is also sea-
son for the build-
ing of them – 
June to Novem-
ber. 
 
In the ‘70’s  
castells were 
about 7 floors 
high but these 
days they go up to 
8, 9, and, very 
occasionally, 10. 

© Lyn Whitney (SA) 
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beds than pilgrims so that we 
have to sleep under a tree in the 
rain. While Suzanne dreams on, 
Sue gets out the guide book and 
her mobile phone. There are 
some concessions we modern 
pilgrims feel we can make.  

In the morning we climb again 
to the densely forested  
Margeride, where the Résistance 
grouped during the Second 
World War to combat the  
German occupation. The main 
village, Saugues, used to  
manufacture wooden clogs, but 
is now a town of dismal apart-
ment buildings for workers  

making pinewood pallets. There is a tremendous sense of isolation on this  
plateau, once terrorised by a wolf-like creature called the Beast of Gévaudan. 
Here, if you happen to drink water from the footprint of a wolf during a night of 
full moon, you will suffer memory loss, hallucinations, confusion, delusion and 
aggression, among other things. So we didn’t.  

We have booked at the farm of le Falzet, which has a full complement of pilgrims, 
and two extras, who are grateful to sleep on couches in the living area, as it pours 
outside all night. Dinner is delicious and satisfying, vegetable soup, mushroom 
omelette, roast pork and potatoes Anna, cheese and fromage blanc. 

Next day the rain eventually eases to periods of sunshine. It’s a gentle 18 kilome-
tre walk through forest. Larks flutter and warble through the trees. Clouds billow 
among the hills and drift through the valleys. That night, at les Faux, in contrast 
to the previous night, we  have a 20-bed dortoir, or dormitory, to ourselves and 
we wonder what has become of everyone from the previous night. 

It pours again all night, but the rain clears during the following morning, which 
brings a succession of hills and valleys, with raptors wheeling overhead. We pass 
an old feudal fortress at Rouget, and stop for coffee in a bar at Saint-Alban-sur-
Limagnole, where we bump into some of our acquaintances from le Falzet again. 
There is a steep climb before the descent to the Truyère River. We rest in a field 
of wild narcissi before reaching Aumont-Aubrac, where our accommodation is 
another large dortoir, this time bursting with pilgrims, three of whom have 
brought pack-llamas. Two of the llamas, Chrisophe and Colombo, have travelled 
the entire Chemin together previously. The third, Kenzo, is a novice and has been 
playing up so much that his exhausted owner falls asleep and begins to snore at 
the dinner table. 

So far, we have greatly enjoyed the nightly meals, accommodation and company. 
Here, however, dinner is solid carbohydrate, unalleviated by any vegetable. In the 
dortoir, sleep eludes us. Our beds are next to the smelly bathrooms and  

F'lower-studded meadows 
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ON THE CHEMIN DE SAINT-JACQUES, FROM LE PUY TO NASBINALS,  
WITH MYTHICAL BEASTS AND . . . LLAMAS 

 

Le Puy en Velay is the starting point of the Via Podiensis, which joins up with the 
Camino Francés at Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port, on the French side of the Pyrenees. 
Le Puy nestles among spectacular volcanic cones in the middle of France’s Massif 
Central. A huge statue of the Madonna dominates the town from the pinnacle of 
Rocher Corneille, while the Romanesque chapel of Saint-Michel perches on the 
summit of nearby Rocher d’Aiguilhe. The medieval Cathedral of Notre-Dame-de-
France is surrounded by ancient houses, cobblestone lanes and long flights of 
stone steps. It’s here, early one May morning, I meet old friends Sue and  
Suzanne, to begin a week’s walk to the village of Nasbinals.    

We collect our Crédentials and coquilles Saint-Jacques at a little office beside 
the Cathedral. The Crédential is a kind of pilgrim’s passport, which is stamped at 
gîtes, or lodgings, along the way. The coquilles are scallop shells, which, in  
medieval times, pilgrims would use to scoop water from streams. Modern  
pilgrims tie them to their backpacks as a symbol. After the pilgrims’ Mass,  
we exit the Cathedral by the wide processional steps leading down through the 
town. We are on our way.   

The day is full of birdsong and flower-studded meadows occupied by fat cows 
and docile donkeys. We stop for a cool drink beside wayside calvaires. Just be-
fore Montbonnet, our destination for the night, we linger in a tiny chapel where 
there is a statue of Saint-Roch and his little dog bearing a piece of bread in its 
mouth. According to legend, when Saint-Roch 
was suffering from plague, a little dog 
brought him some bread every day until he 
recovered. So Saint-Roch is not only the  
patron saint of pilgrims but also dogs and 
people afflicted by plague. As I write, I’m 
surprised we haven’t heard more of him in 
these last two years.  

Leaving Montbonnet next morning, we  
traverse wind-stirred pine forests before de-
scending to the village of Saint-Privat d’Allier 
for provisions. Climbing back to the plateau, 
we find a ruined fort surrounded by scattered 
hamlets. In the afternoon we make a final 
steep descent to Monistrol l’Allier, where we 
have booked accommodation for the night.  

At Monistrol we discuss whether to book 
ahead for the rest of the week. Suzanne visu-
alises arriving each evening in a beautiful 
valley where there are sure to be beds for us 
at a charming gîte, but Sue and I can visualise 
arriving somewhere where there are fewer 

Setting out from the Cathedral  
at Le Puy 
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The base of the castell is called a pinya and it is the base over which the weight 
of the load above is spread. It is a ring of castellas, sometimes with as many as 
a hundred supporting this base. If the castell is going to be tall,  
additional rings, known as manilles, stand atop the pinya. The pinya is  
comprised of very bulky, strong people, with each floor having smaller and 
lighter castellers, until the top floor, which is crowned by a child, generally 
aged between 5 & 8. Once the pinya and any manilles are formed and secure, 
the process of assembling the castell is quite speedy in order to reduce the  
effects of having so much weight on the base. The child who has the honour of 
topping the tower stands erect for just a few seconds so the castell is crowned 
and then the same careful deconstruction takes place as with the construction. 
 
Different casteller colles (or groups) are differentiated by their different  
coloured shirts. Castellers wear a cummerbund to support their back and to 
aid those who are climbing and descending the tower. This fabric varies in 
length getting shorter as the castellers position is higher. Those in the pinya 
wind as much as 12 metres of fabric around their waist. For safety these days,  
children participating in castells wear a special helmet. 
 
It is worth checking out these extraordinary performances, in person when we 
can travel, but for now check out the internet. The speed with which these 
barefoot, strong, confident and agile Catalans climb and descend the backs of 
their fellow performers is amazing. The tradition and art of performing a  
castell is passed from one generation to another. 
 
You can take your pick here of some castells being performed. Enjoy. 
https://castells.tv/ 
 

Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 
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HOW TO TURN YOUR (SNAP) LOCKDOWN WALK INTO A  
PILGRIMAGE 

 
In lockdown many of us many of us have got used to, and enjoy, our daily walk from 
our homes to get some fresh air, sunlight and perspective, and to stop staring at our 
screens. Some may be making their daily walk in urban environments, others in the 
countryside. But wherever you are there are simple, effective ways to turn your walk 
into a pilgrimage. Margery Kempe, the famous medieval female pilgrim, believed 
strongly in the power of micro-pilgrimages of a couple of miles or less – still today 
there is no minimum distance for a pilgrimage. It’s not about the how long, but 
the how. 
 
First thing to do is set a destination.  Perhaps, as an example, an historical build-
ing or a garden nearby. A hilltop, a mountain, a riverbank, or a special beach or lake.  
There are, no doubt, numerous destinations to choose, such as spiritual sites im-
portant to indigenous people, or, for those wanting a destination with a reference to 
St James there is a list on our website of churches dedicated to St James.  
 
Second, set your intention – structure your walk around a purpose unique to you, 
determined by your heart and activated by your feet. All of us usually have at least 
one question we want answering, something we want to bring into our lives, or let go 
of.  So, choose one intention from your many options, dedicate your daily walk to 
that purpose, and perhaps the world around you will start to resonate with it. The 
intention can range from the profound to the mundane – and seeing as you have a 
daily shot at it, maybe experiment with different levels of profundity and see what 
works best for you, and in what circumstances. For example, your intention could be 
simply to be in a good state of mind to start your working day, so the pilgrimage 
therefore becomes a glorified commute looping back to your home. 
 
The latest research in consciousness studies shows that our minds can shape our 
material realities. The beginning of your daily walk is full of possibility, and by the 
end it has become a material fact. One way is to think of your pilgrimage as a special 
kind of meditation, and almost all meditation practices broadly fit into two catego-
ries – focused and open monitoring. 
 
Focused meditation usually involves repeating a mantra, word or thought over and 
over, filling the mind with a specific, edifying principle. Open monitor-
ing meditation is the complete opposite, with no focus at all, instead you just active-
ly ‘monitor’ the thoughts and sensations that come into your mind with no judge-
ment – attention, in other words. The idea here is to create space for your mind to 
wander and let it solve its own problems. 
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AA   ‘‘MMOO VVEE AABBLLEE   FFEE AASSTT ’’   
 

The Conference Committee, based in Victoria, is busy contacting potential  
presenters to put together the next conference program and we have been  

delighted to see how pleased everyone is about having a Camino event to look 
forward to, albeit just over a year away. While real Caminos remain out of 

reach, we all really crave some of that good old pilgrim camaraderie.  
 

We are especially delighted to announce that the Patron of Australian Friends 
of the Camino, the Spanish Ambassador Her Excellency Alicia Moral Revilla 

will be opening the conference.  In May, while in Canberra visiting family, com-
mittee members Rob and Ines took the opportunity to visit the new Ambassador 

and after a very positive 45-minute meeting, she agreed to open the Confer-
ence and speak about some aspect of Spain and its history.  The Ambassador 

has also expressed a personal interest in the Camino. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conference planning these days is certainly something of a moveable feast as 
the Victorian Camino Conference Committee’s regular monthly meetings often 
involve at least two venue changes or having to resort to Zoom due to changing 
restrictions!  As a truly statewide committee, our members come from all over 
central and coastal Victoria as well as Melbourne, so we rotate with hosting the 
monthly meetings.  However, several times we have had to transfer to a local 

pub or, of course, back to the dreaded Zoom. 
 

I’m always amazed at the depth of skills and abilities that a randomly assem-
bled group like our Committee brings to the table.  Many of us had never even 
met before forming the VCCC but I suspect our shared deep love of the Camino 

is what provides such a sound foundation. We’ll keep you posted! 
 

Ines Jewell (VIC) 

We welcome your stories and photos ~ send to the editor,  
Alison Bell at editor@afotc.org 
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CHAIRMAN’S CHAT 
 
We pilgrims in Australia look longingly at Europe and the Camino and are only left 
to dream: to dream and reflect on times past when we made a Camino, to dream 
of the time when we will be free to make our first Camino (or another), and to 
dream of the life we lived while on the Camino – a hard life, but a simple one.  
 
Those who have made a Camino previously look askance at the regulations now in 
place on the path - the limits on accommodation numbers in albergues,  
the health regulations implemented, and the fact that we now have to book 
ahead each night. From afar, experienced pilgrims look, and mourn, that the 
spontaneity of the journey seems to have disappeared.  
 
Unable to travel internationally, we are now resorting to our memories of  
journeys we have made. I have had cause to be searching Camino photos over the 
past months and have rejoiced in the memories that they have triggered. The 
slowness of travel means many memorises are created and, back home, a word, a 
phrase, or a glimpse of a scene in a passing photo rekindles them.   
 
I am reminded of a story about a village chief who knows that his time is near. 
Summoning the villagers, he calls for volunteers who think they might be able to 
succeed him. Three men come forward and are set a task – to go to a distant 
mountain and bring back the most beautiful thing that they could find. Eventually 
they return one by one; the first with a beautiful white flower, the second with a 
beautiful stone which is not only a thing of beauty but could also be fashioned 
into a spear head, and the third returns empty handed. The most beautiful thing 
that he could find was unattainable – a great golden ball in the sky. The Chief 
pondered these things, declaring that the flower was beautiful, but already  
withering, the stone too was beautiful, but if used as a weapon it could be lost. 
He then declared the third man should replace him because he had brought back 
the most precious thing of all – his memory of what he had seen, for it is our 
memories that make us who we are.  
 
For many, the Camino has changed their lives. We all try and retain the simplicity 
of living that exists while on the road, the joy we find in those small things, the 
joy, and challenge, of communicating with strangers we meet, the friendships we 
make. At this time, why not dig deep into those Camino memories? They are  

precious. Enjoy them. Reflect and learn 
from what the Camino has taught – whether 
you have made the journey yet or planning 
to.  
 
¡Buen Camino! 
Janet Leitch OAM (SA) 
A Camino memory: 
Evening promenade, 
Pasajes de San Juan  

Cover photo:  
Setting out to climb 

Mt William on the 
first day of  

the indigenous  
wukalina Walk in NE  

Tasmania, March2021  
(see article pp12-15. 
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This dual distinction fits very well with pilgrimage. Some people focus their pil-
grimage around a particular intention, specifically meaningful to them, whereas 
other people don’t know what intention to choose, but are open to whatever the 
pilgrimage brings them, and are willing to be changed by it. 
 
Thirdly, and finally, your daily pilgrimage is about actually walking, being ever-
present to all around you, and getting to know the land around your home in ever 
greater depth: the plants, animals, birds, landscapes, skies, paths, villages, archi-
tecture, locals, strangers, stories, sounds, smells, textures, weathers. You can light 
a candle at a special place, put your hands in wild water that you come across, 
touch trees, lie down on the ground and look up at the sky, and carry a pebble that 
you charge with your intention as you walk. 
 
If you are walking with others, perhaps ask for a few minutes silent walking dur-
ing your micro pilgrimage. 
 
The archetypes of the Fool and Pilgrim are relevant to the present-moment 
practice of walking – there are subtle differences between these two archetypes, 
but both are about venturing into the unknown with open hearts and minds. 
A Fool is largely concerned with venturing into the unknown of their inner life and 
playing with the boundaries of acceptability, whereas a Pilgrim is about venturing 
into the unknown of the outer world as well as their inner life. But even walking 
the same route every day offers a step into the unknown if you allow it. 
 
The Fool is often depicted as a happy-go-
lucky youth with a knapsack slung on a 
stick over their shoulder walking, broad-
grinned, over the edge of a cliff. The atti-
tude of ‘forever young’ people is to won-
der at everything around them, with the 
assumption of total possibility at all 
times. This will expand your perception 
of time. 
 
If you can make your daily walk like that 
then you are doing very well! 
 
The British Pilgrimage Trust. 
https://britishpilgrimage.org/
routes/  
(reprinted with permission) 
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BBOOOOKK  RREEVVIIEEWW  
FINDING SANTIAGO: STORIES FROM AND ABOUT 
THE CAMINO DE SANTIAGO 
Don Thomas 
 
‘Finding Santiago’ is a collection of stories from and about 
the Camino de Santiago.   
 
The author’s name, Don Thomas, is a pseudonym and, 
interestingly, the story of how that pseudonym came 
about features in the book.  ‘Don’ is a well-known, major 
contributor to the Camino Forum, having posted well over 
5,000 comments on countless threads which have been of enormous help to both 
first-time and returning pilgrims.  He contributes under the name of t2andreo.  
 
He has volunteered at the Pilgrim Office in Santiago de Compostela each year from 
2014-2019, a role he is as passionate about as he is about being a pilgrim.   
 
There are 56 short chapters in the book – each chapter is its own complete story 
and each makes a compelling read.  There are stories which will make the reader 
laugh out loud (especially those AFotC members who are also members of the 
Camino Forum; those members are well-used to the author’s contributions!),  
stories which will touch your heart, a story or two relating to feet (which shouldn’t 
be read whilst eating!) and there is even a story to shock.  
 
The magic of the Camino is ever-present through the book.  The reader will be –  
or perhaps not! – surprised by the number of Camino coincidences in the book – 
where the Camino provides - just when needed - and Camino Angels present  

themselves - just when needed. 
 
It’s a wonderful read! 
 
‘Finding Santiago’ was published in 2020 and  is 
available from www.amazon.com, 
www.booktopia.com.au and www.goodreads.com in 
hard copy and ebook versions. 
 
Buen Camino! 
 
Jenny Heesh (NSW) 

Tom and Jenny with her trailer ‘Spot’ - taken at the 
Pilgrim Office in Santiago on 1 August 2019.  
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